British Railways:
The 1948 Interchange Trials

By R.P.Bradley

70 years ago, a series of trials took place on

to the various companies, or to test existing

the

railway

designs, find the most able performer on all

network, to contrast and compare the best

the regions of BR, with a view to standardising

elements

engineering

that type for all future construction. At least

design, and practice used by railways across

the new British Railways did not create a new

Britain. Well, at least that was the plan.

design just for its own sake, and none of the

newly
of

nationalised
the

British

locomotive

They could have been looked on as a
competition between locomotives belonging

‘Big Four’s existing types met all the needs for
operational efficiency and route availability.

A classic shot of a classic pacific – although 46236
“City of Bradford” was used in the 1948 trials.
Seen here is sister loco 46242 “City of Glasgow”
on the inaugural run of The Caledonian in June
1957.
Photo: RPB Collection

'A4' Class No. 60004 “William Whitelaw” at York on an
enthusiasts’ special in the 1960s. As an express
passenger type, it was natural to choose one of
Gresley’s A4s, but 60022 “Mallard” did not acquit
herself well, and was substituted by 60033/34 for the
Interchanges.
Photo Courtesy: Lens of Sutton

As an approach, there was surely some

had completed 15 to 20,000 miles since their

thought that none of the previous rail

last general overhaul.

companies had the best designs in all of the
components

that

made

up

a

steam

locomotive. There were no specially designed
tests either, and the trials were carried out on

One major mistake or oversight was that no
tank engines were subject to any tests or
trials in the first few months of nationalisation,
although freight types were tested.

normal service trains, with locomotives that
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Of the locomotives themselves, all were tender types, and divided into three categories:Number of

Category

Types

locomotives

Passenger

10

7 x pacifics, 3 x 4-6-0s

Mixed Traffic

9

3 x pacifics, 6 x 4-6-0s

Goods

9

2 x 2-10-0s, 7 x 2-8-0s

* Royal Scot class was in rebuilt form.
Passenger Types

4-6-2
1937
Stanier

Royal
Scot*
4-6-0
1943
Stanier

Merchant
Navy
4-6-2
1941
Bulleid

102t 19cwt

105t 5cwt

84t 1cwt

94t 15cwt

250

250

250

250

280

4
16 ¼ ins x
28 ins
6 ft 6 ins
40,300

3
18 ½ ins x
26 ins
6 ft 8 ins
34,455
60022,
6033/4

4
16 ½ ins x 28
ins
6 ft 9 ins
40,000

3
18 ins x
26 ins
6 ft 9 ins
33,150
46154,
46162

3

Class

King

A4

Duchess

Type
Built
Designer
Weight
(locomotive only)
Boiler Pressure
(lbs /sq in)
Cylinders

4-6-0
1927
Collett

4-6-2
1935
Gresley

89t 0cwt

Coupled Wheels
Tractive Effort (lb)
Running Nos

6018

46236

18 ins x 24 ins
6 ft 2 ins
37,515
35017, 35018/9

Mixed Traffic Types
Class
Type
Built
Designer
Weight (locomotive
only)
Boiler Pressure (lbs /sq
in)
Cylinders

Coupled Wheels
Tractive Effort (lb)
Running Nos

Modified Hall

B1

5MT

4-6-0
1944
Hawksworth

4-6-0
1942
Thompson

4-6-0
1934
Stanier

West
Country
4-6-2
1945
Bulleid

75t 16cwt

71t 3cwt

72t 2cwt

86t 0cwt

225

225

225

280

2
18 ½ ins x 30
ins
6 ft 0 ins
27,275

2

2
18 ins x 28
ins
6 ft 0 ins
25,455
44973,
45253

3

6990

20 ins x 26 ins
6 ft 2 ins
26,880
61163,
61251/92

16 ins x 24 ins
6 ft 2 ins
31,050
34004/5/6
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Freight Types
Class
Type
Built
Designer
Weight (locomotive
only)
Boiler Pressure (lbs
/sq in)
Cylinders

28XX
2-8-0
1903
Churchward

O1
2-8-0
1944
Thompson

8F
2-8-0
1935
Stanier

WD
2-10-0
1945
Riddles

WD
2-8-0
1943
Riddles

75t 10cwt

73t 6cwt

72t 2cwt

78t 6cwt

70t 5cwt

225

225

225

225

225

2
18 ½ ins x 30
ins

2
20 ins x 26
ins

2
18 ½ ins x
28 ins

2
2
19 ins x 28 19 ins x 28
ins
ins
4 ft 8 ½
4 ft 8 ½
4 ft 7 ½ ins
4 ft 8 ins
4 ft 8 ½ ins
Coupled Wheels
ins
ins
35,380
35,520
32,440
34,215
34,215
Tractive Effort (lb)
63373,
48189,
73774,
77000,
Running Nos
3803
63789
48400
73776
63169
Despite the lack of tank engines in these trials,
on duties normally handled by WR Kings, the
the idea was to ensure the locomotives

reverse operation was ruled out due to more

selected were representative of current

restricted clearance on the LM Region. The

practice on their home regions. There were

only foreign running achieved by the Kings

some restrictions to testing the locomotives

was on the LNER main line out of Kings

under all route conditions, since a number of

Cross, whilst the smaller Hall class 4-6-0 was

the

from

prevented from the St. Pancras to Manchester

operating on some lines, due to loading gauge

and Perth to Inverness routes for the same

differences. Whilst it was perfectly possible

reason.

locomotives

were

prevented

to work the LMS Duchess class locomotives

77030 is photo'd here at Eastleigh in August 1948. It is worth
noting that the tenders, with high inset sides to the coal space,
were numbered in the BR tender series as type BR5.
Photo Courtesy: Lens of Sutton / W. Gilbert

The LMS built this 2-8-0 in huge numbers – with over 600 in
service by 1948. Many having been built by the other main
line railway companies, Beyer Peacock and North British
Loco. for war service at home and overseas. A natural
choice perhaps for the 1948 trials.
Photo: RPB Collection
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The tests were conducted over a four and a

30th August, 1948 covering the routes and

half month period, between 19th April and

workings shown below.

Passenger Train Test Routes

Region

Western

Service

Locomotive Types

1.30pm Paddington-Plymouth

Klng, A4, Duchess, Rebuilt Scot,
Merchant Navy

8.30am Plymouth - Paddington
1.45pm Bristol-Plymouth

Hall, Bl, Class 5, West
Country

1.45pm Plymouth-Bristol
1.10pm Kings Cross - Leeds
Eastern

London Midland

Southern

Scottish

7.50am Leeds - Kings Cross

King, A4, Duchess, Rebuilt Scot,
Merchant Navy

10.00am Marylebone- Manchester

Hall, Bl, Class 5, West Country

10.00am Euston - Carlisle
12.55pm Carlisle - Euston

A4, Duchess, Rebuilt Scot, Merchant
Navy

10.15am St. Pancras - Manchester

Bl, Class 5, West Country

10.50am Waterloo – Exeter

A4, Duchess, Rebuilt Scot, Merchant
Navy

12.37pm Exeter – Waterloo
4.00pm Perth – Inverness

Bl, Class 5, West Country

8.20am Inverness - Perth;

During the first week of testing, locomotives

although the same train was worked by 46236

of the highest passenger class were involved in

on 22nd April, evidently the 12.55 pm from

trials on their home regions, and a pattern for

Carlisle was not worked up to London on

two up and two down runs, with the down

21st. 46236 had failed on this working, and

runs to be made on Tuesdays and Thursdays,

the train was noted passing Bletchley behind

and the up runs on Wednesdays and Fridays.

Stanier Class 5 4-6-0, No. 5193, an hour late.

On the LMR, during the week beginning 19th
April 1948, the Stanier pacific 46236 worked
the 10.00 am from Euston to Carlisle, but

A poor start for the Duchess, and at least
when Gresley’s A4 failed, it did so on ‘foreign
metals’, and not on its home territory!

Coal supplies and Performance
Whilst it is true to say these trials went some

nationalised

industry,

a

factor

in

the

way towards assessing the most suitable

differences in design was the availability of

steam technology to take forward, in a

suitable coal. During the previous couple of
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decades, with the economy and then war,

The coal was supplied from either Blidworth

getting the best performance out of the

or South Kirkby, and was described as a ‘hard

motive power, and consuming the least

coal, and suitable for burning efficiently in the

amount of fuel for their service type and

locomotives with wider fireboxes, which in

timetable schedule was top priority for the

essence put the likes of the Western Region

railways.

locos at a disadvantage. The ‘softer’ Welsh

Water was perhaps less of a challenge – on
most of the regions – with the exception of

coals seemed to be the most suitable for
these narrow firebox designs.

the Southern, where water troughs were not

The coal was distributed to 12 depots: four

used. The longest run was a mere 171 miles

on the LM Region (Camden, Carlisle Upperby,

between Exeter and Waterloo, and the

Trafford Park and Kentish Town), four covering

Merchant Navy and West Country types

the Eastern and North Eastern Regions (Leeds

tested had extra water capacity in their

Copley Hill, Kings Cross, Gorton and Neasden),

tenders. This proved to be a challenge when

two covering the Southern Region (Nine Elms

running over longer routes such as Euston to

and Exmouth Junction), and two on the

Carlisle, Paddington to Plymouth, or Leeds to

Western Region (Old Oak Common and

Kings Cross, and they were fitted with the

Bristol).

LMS style water pick-up gear for these tests.

In the express passenger category, the former GWR
‘King’ Class locos. 6024 was selected for the trials, and
here is sister engine 6018 at Didcot in 1993, as
preserved.
RPB Collection

The impressive “Royal Scot” class, as rebuilt by Stanier on
the LMS in the 1930s, with significant input from his time at
Swindon and the GWR. The taper boiler rebuilds were
more than a match for many pacific designs.
RPB Collection

On the passenger and mixed traffic front,

output. Comparing the pacific types, on the

there were some surprising results on

Wife Paddington to Plymouth run, some

performance on the Paddington to Plymouth

interesting figures for coal consumption were

run – from fuel consumption to power

achieved.

On the down Journey, with the
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1.30pm, the A4 60033 provided the lowest

almost 20% more fuel on these trial runs than

figures,

the ex-LMS design.

burning

only

2.98

and

3.24

lbs/drawbar hp/hr, with Stanier’s Duchess
pacific 46236 City of Bradford hard on its heels,
using 3.22 and 3.21 lbs/dbhp/hr for its two
runs on the same train. On the same route
the Bulleid Merchant Navy type, which was
considered to be a heavy coal burner, and yet
burned only 3.59lb/dbhp/hr on the down run
and 3.63 return to Paddington. These was a
real achievement for the Bulleid design in
comparison with the other two pacific types,
and lower than either the King or Rebuilt Scot
4-6-0s.
On this route too, a ‘foreign’ loco – the
Gresley A4 60033 recorded the highest
power output of 900 dbhp, with ex-GWR
6018 coming in second place, and MN 35019
French Line CGT coming in third place at 779.
Not bad for a type with a less favourable
reputation, chain drive and all.

On the Eastern Region, the express passenger
types were tested on Kings Cross to Leeds
services, with the mixed traffic designs tried
on the Marylebone to Manchester runs. As
might be expected the most economical
performance came from the A4.

Although

there was really very little to choose between
the A4 and the ex-LMS pacific 46236 City of
Bradford, and the Rebuilt Scot 4-6-0 put up a
creditable performance.
On the mixed traffic side, Bl 61163 was back
on its home region, in company with the
Western’s 6990 Witherslack Hall. The ER runs
took place in May and June, working the
10.00am from Marylebone to Manchester
London Road. Highest power outputs - over
800 drawbar horsepower, came from the
West Country pacific, and whilst there was
again very little to choose between the

Mixed traffic results on the Western, using

Eastern and London Midland types for

the route from Bristol to Plymouth included

economy, on the grounds of consistency, the

the 1.45pm Bristol to Plymouth, and 1.35pm

Stanier design was marginally superior.

Plymouth to Bristol trains. Here, the Stanier Class 5,
Thompson B1 and West Country pacific locos were
tested alongside the ex-GWR Modified Hall class 46-0. The poor performance of the Hall has been
attributed to the use of the harder English coals, and
not the softer Welsh coals.

The pacific types were tested on the London
Midland's Euston to Carlisle run over the west
coast main line, providing around 300 miles of
some of the most varied alignment in the
country, including the ascent of Shap Fell.
Once again, the highest power outputs on

The ex-LMS Class 5 provided the best

these tests were recorded by ‘foreign’ locos,

consumption figures, 45253, which averaged

with the Bulleid pacific 35017 Belgian Marine

3.32 lbs of coal for the down journey, and

recording an average drawbar horsepower of

3.46 lbs/dbhp/hr in the opposite direction.

912. In second place was the A4 60034 Lord

The ex-LNER Bl 4-6-0 was supposedly

Faringdon, recording an average of 886 dbhp.

equivalent to the LMS class 5, but consumed

By contrast, the Stanier pacific was more
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consistent, providing the best all round

db hp of the second up working, which for a

averages for the two up and down journeys of

locomotive with only a Class 6 rating,

857 and 836.5 dbhp. Lowest fuel consumption

compared more than favourably with the

figures were recorded by Gresley’s A4 pacific,

larger class 7 pacifics.

which burned less than 3 lbs/db hp/hr on
these trains.

No mixed traffic trials were attempted on the
Southern Region, but a Bl 4-6-0 and West

Alas Gresley’s masterpieces came a cropper

Country pacific were sent to the Scottish

on Southern Region metals, and 60022

Region for trials with the Stanier class 5 4-6-0,

Mallard and on its first up journey on 9/6/48,

and provided some very interesting results on

the locomotive failed and the test run was

the Perth to Inverness line. Working out on

terminated at Salisbury. For the remainder of

the 4.00 pm Perth to Inverness and returning

the trial workings 60033 was used. In terms

with the 8.20 am to Perth, the locomotives

of economy, the Stanier pacific did well on the

covered 118 miles of some of the most

Waterloo-Exeter route, using no more than

demanding

3.07 and 3.27 lbs of coal/d.b. hp/hr for the

Interchange Trials.

down and up journeys respectively.

some of the best performances over this

The rebuilt Royal Scot 4-6-0 turned in a very
satisfactory performance on this train, and
more economical than the Merchant Navy
pacific, with averages of 3.10 and 3.38 lbs/db
hp/hr. 46154 achieved a power output of 796

alignment

used

on

these

Confounding its critics,

steeper graded line came from the Bulleid
pacific. Average drawbar horsepower never
fell below 700 on any of its four runs and the
maximum recorded average of 825 on the
first up run was far and away the highest

.

Ex Southern Railway "West Country" class 4-6-2 No.
34023 at Waterloo, of the type used in 1948 trials. Photo
probably taken in 1948, with the words BR in full on the
tender.
Photo Courtesy: Lens of Sutton

The LNER’s contribution in the mixed traffic category was
the B1 4-6-0, designed and built from 1942. The ease of
access to maintain and repair locos during the war was a
priority. Here, No. 61138 is seen at York, and in typical
condition perhaps for the steam era.
Photo: RPB Collection / Furness MRC
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The most economic performance came, as

Junction on the Western Region, and Toton

might be expected, from the Stanier class 5 4-

and Brent on the London Midland, covering

6-0,

118 and 127 miles respectively.

44973,

recording

the

lowest

coal

consumption figure of 3.63 lbs/db hp/hr, with
the ex-LNER B1 on almost equal footing, with
the West Country pacific consuming 33%
more fuel.

demonstrated by the closeness of the figures
for coal consumption between the five types.
Interestingly though, the newer design of

Looking at the freight engines tested, three
were relatively new designs only a few years
old, the ex-LMS 2-8-0 was a 1930s type, but
built in huge numbers, whilst the former
GWR design actually dated back to 1903.
Either Churchward’s design had stood the
test of time really well, or it was all the old
GWR needed, but perhaps the trials would
tell.

Austerity 2-8-0 was amongst the heaviest
consumers, and an inconsistent performer,
especially in comparison with Riddles' other
design, the 2-10-0.
drawbar

hp

on

Coal consumption per
individual

runs

varied

markedly.
The most economic performer of the freight
types overall, was the Stanier 8F 2-8-0, yet
this locomotive's lowest fuel consumption

Only four routes were used; between Ferme
Park and New England on the Eastern Region,
Bristol and Eastleigh over Southern metals,
both amounting to medium distances of
around 75 miles.

The overall picture that emerged can be

Two longer routes were

value of 2.91 lbs/db hp/hr, was a mere 5% less
than the lowest obtained with the Austerity.
From an operational standpoint, these results
provided some difficult choices for the
designers of the BR Standard classes.

chosen - between Acton and Severn Tunnel

The classic ex-LMS 5MT 4-6-0, 45295 in clean condition at
Leeds Holbeck shed.
Photo Courtesy: GW Sharpe

Hawksworth introduced a variety of changes into GWR
locomotive design policy, with his first essay appearing in the
shape of the Modified Hall class. No 9710 "Hown Hall" is
paired with a Hawksworth self-trimming tender.
Photo Courtesy: GW Sharpe
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On the construction front, the heart of the

success, but its complexity was a major factor

steam locomotive is its boiler, and in the two

militating against its selection as a future

basic design approaches – Belpaire design,

standard.

with taper boiler, or a simple parallel boiler
and round-topped firebox – each proved a
very free steaming layout. In the immediate
post world war economy though, simplicity of
construction and layout would be key, and
gone would be the days of complex multicylinder layout with all pipework tucked away
from view. The traditional ‘hide the functional
components’ approach, beloved by British
locomotive engineers was a nightmare to
maintain, and added unnecessary operational
costs. Multiple sets of motion, inside gear,
crank axles, etc. increased both construction
and maintenance costs.

boilers on the LMS, and its subsequent
development and expansion, it was not so
surprising that this was likely to be the most
approach

locomotive types.

GWR

standard

valve

gear,

with

Stephenson link motion between the frames,
and only the coupling and connecting rods
outside was also a costly approach, and
unlikely to be used in future.

This was

definitely the case with the novel Bulleid chain
driven gear, which had so many problems in
service, and led to the complete rebuilding of
the design in BR days.
Following the trials, it would be true to say
that no single design, or group of designs
stood apart from any other, but that they
demonstrate what was achievable with the
existing level of development of steam

Given the take-up of the GWR view on

popular

The

when

designing

new

The later LMS taper

boilers proved to be more cost effective in
service than even the new Riddles Austerity
designs.

locomotive design, and no single approach
was superior to another.

This was equally

true in the selection of common components,
and in general, method of approach used in
the Post War era – under British Railways
was based on the economies that might be
achieved with its use or adoption.

That

approach had already seen some steps being
taken in the final days of the ‘Big Four’,

Consistency of approach in the design of the

especially on the LMS, and on Riddles’ designs

chassis in connection with freight types, and

for the War Department.

there was some measure of agreement in the
mixed traffic category.
almost

completely

This approach was
reversed

in

the

contemporary express passenger types. Of
the pacific locomotive designs with more or
less conventional valve gear, the performance

In the newly formed Railway Executive, an
unintentional standardisation process had
already begun, and the results of the
Interchange Trials shedding some light on
performance, to assist in the production of
future ‘standard’ designs.

The Locomotives

of Gresley's three-cylinder propulsion was a
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Standards Committee, set up in January 1948

The new approach to standardisation British

was charged with standardising details from

Railways style was first publicly spelled out in

the best of the regional alternatives, and

1950, with R.A. Riddles Presidential Address

where no obvious advantage was gained by

to the Institution of Locomotive Engineers,

the use of one type over another, an arbitrary

and the following year the first BR Standard

choice

Class design appeared.

was

made

for

the

sake

of

standardisation.
Postscript – After The Trials
All of the trial locomotives were sent back to

British Railways introduced a comprehensive

their home regions, and mostly their home

numbering scheme. By 1950, these were the

sheds after the trials, and the ‘Austerity’ types

home sheds of the trial locos:

were renumbered, as the newly formed
Locomotive Class

Running No.

Shed
Code

GWR “King”
GWR “Modified Hall”

6018
6990

81A
81A

Old Oak Common
Old Oak Common

GWR 28XX 2-8-0

3803

81C

Southall

LNER A4 4-6-2

60022

34A

Kings Cross

LNER
LNER
LNER
LNER
LNER
LNER
LNER

60033
60034
61163
61251
61292
63773
63789

34A
34A
34E
34A
62B
39A
39A

Kings Cross
Kings Cross
Neasden
Kings Cross
Dundee
Gorton
Gorton

“Duchess” 4-6-2
“Royal Scot” 4-6-0
“Royal Scot” 4-6-0
“Black Five” 4-6-0
“Black Five” 4-6-0
8F 2-8-0
8F 2-8-0

46236
46154
46162
44973
45253
48189
48400

5A
1B
1B
63A
14B
23B
18A

Crewe North
Camden
Camden
Perth
Kentish Town
Hellifield
Toton

SR “Merchant Navy” 46-2
SR “Merchant Navy” 46-2

35017

70A

Nine Elms

35018

70A

Nine Elms

SR “Merchant Navy” 46-2
SR “West Country” 4-6-

35019

70A

Nine Elms

34004

72A

Exmouth Junction

LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS

A4 4-6-2
A4 4-6-2
B1 4-6-0
B1 4-6-0
B1 4-6-0
O1 2-8-0
O1 2-8-0

Location

Survivor

Preserved on
Great Central
Railway
Preserved on
South Devon
Railway
Preserved at
NRM, York

Preserved at
West Coast Rly
Co., Carnforth
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2
SR “West Country” 4-62
SR “West Country” 4-62
WD Austerity 2-10-0
WD Austerity 2-10-0
WD Austerity 2-8-0
WD Austerity 2-8-0

34005

72A

Exmouth Junction

34006

72A

Exmouth Junction

73774 (Renumbered
as 90750 in 1950)
73776 (Renumbered
as 90752 in 1950)
77000 (Renumbered
as 90101 in 1950)
63169 (Renumbered
as 90490 in 1950)

66B

Motherwell

66B

Motherwell

81A

Old Oak Common

35A

New England

Sadly, none of the ex-LMS locos involved in

complex inside valve motion was not selected

the trials was ever preserved, and all of the

for further development in BR days.

WD Austerity types tested were scrapped,

The LMS, and GWR designs contributed

whilst only 60022 “Mallard”, which failed on
its trials, is preserved.

much to the simplicity of the design of the

Happily, the Bulleid

subsequent BR Standard classes, and although

Merchant Navy 35018 was rescued for

those used in the trials are not represented, it

preservation, albeit in its rebuilt form, so it is

is

not representative of the class that was

good

to

note

that

at

least

some

representatives of their styles and design are

tested. Ironically, the GWR’s “Modified Hall”

still in use on heritage lines today.

has been preserved – a design, whose

-oOo-
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